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Abstract: The oceanic and atmospheric conditions during major cli-
mate change events including the Younger Dryas Event in Hudson Strait,
the Heinrich Event in the North Atlantic Ocean, and the Antarctic Atmo-
sphere circulation are re-examined from a Geodynamic view and related to
very recent research and observations. The three Events are based on us-
ing the elementary hydrodynamic and transport model applied in a previous
ISAP paper to the Bay of Fundy. A more up to date and complex DHI 3D
modeling software is briefly discussed and its online source is referenced.
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1 Introduction

A recent paper by Stewart [16] on the earths’ glaciers referenced the work
of Firestone [9], as showing that an extraterrestrial event resulted in the
Younger Dryas Cold Event which is also associated with the change in glacial
melting and refreezing that took place through Hudson Strait Carlson [4]. A
presentation by Barber [12] on Hienrich Events in the North Atlantic sug-
gested that the jury is still out if climate is involved, but glaciological nuances
are important. The papers by Stewart [16], Firestone [9], Carlson [4] and
Barber [12] encouraged re-examining course lectures presented in Geological
Oceanography about the hydrodynamic conditions in Hudson Bay, Hudson
Strait and the North Atlantic. Other similar lectures related to atmospheric
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circulation studies over Antarctica for which data has recently become avail-
able [11] are also re-examined. The following document demonstrates a broad
review approach to scientific and technical problems as proposed by Stewart
[16].

2 Hudson Strait

Hudson Strait is relative to the last ice age in Figure 1. It is based on an
analysis of glacial geology throughout the Canadian Shield and Great Lakes
as described by Clarke [7]. Until 2003 researchers were trying to correlate the
sub glacial outburst of Lake Agassiz with the sediment data within Hudson
Strait indicating it happened in less than a year with a high outflow rate of
4-8 million m3/s. More recently, Carlson [5] began asking what caused the
event, known as the Younger Dryas event.

Figure 1: Diagram Showing the Laurentine Ice Sheet and Others
Locations (Source: [6])

Modeling of the subglacal outburst drainage of Lake Agassiz suggests that
drainage was very rapid, less than 1 year, and fluxes were high (4 to 8 milliim
m3/s).
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2.1 The Hydrodynamic Questions

The hydraulics of a sudden flow through Hudson Strait into the Labrador
Sea is examined given the bathymetry of Hudson Strait and the high outflow
rate. As indicated in Figure 1, there is a difference in elevation in the water
level between Lake Agazziz into Hudson Bay of about 200 meters. It is
expected that there would be a water surface slope through Hudson Bay
outward. Along with examining water surface slopes it is possible to estimate
the transport and deposition of sediment within Hudson Bay and compare it
to observed sediment distributions found from core samples taken at different
locations over a number of years.

2.2 Hydrodynamic Model Background and Set-up

The hydrodynamic model being used in the present preliminary study is
the Generalized Longitudinal, Lateral and Vertical Hydrodynamic and Trans-
port (GLLVHT) as described and published along with its accompanying
software in Edinger [8].

2.3 Model Bathmetry

The model computes the hydrodynamics and transport over a three-dimen-
sional rectilinear grid of cells that represents the bathymetry of the water
body being examined. The set-up of the bathymetry for Hudson Strait is
illustrated in Figure 2, 3 and 4. The contemporary bathymetric map is
taken from MacLean [14]. A grid is placed on the map and the depths at the
center of each grid cell are noted. For this preliminary analysis the horizontal
dimensions of a grid cell is 28.5 km x 28.5 km. As shown in the table, the
grid is extended beyond the eastern mouth of Hudson Strait out over the
shelf margin.

The map has contours only to the nearest 100 meters limiting vertical
slicing of the grid to 50 meter layers for interpolation. The top layer varies in
thickness over time in response to the inflows to the water body as determined
by the known hydrodynamic relationships. The interpolated bathymetry and
shape of the waterbody as seen by the model for the specified grid resolution
is shown in Figure 4. The portion of hudson Strait included on the map and
within the grid has a surface area of 1.88*1011 m The apparent sea-level at the
time of the event was approximately 8,200 years ago needs to be determined
and further bathymetry modeling needs to be adjusted accordingly.
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Figure 2: Development Hudson Strait Model Bathymetry (Source:
[14])

Figure 3: Numeral Data of the Bathymetry Model (Source: Author)
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Figure 4: Bathymetry Interpolated from 100 m Contour Data
(Source: Author)
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2.4 Model Initial Conditions and Tides

In the present preliminary study it is assumed that the Strait is at rest
before the event, with a temperature of 4◦ C and a salinity of 30 ppt. A tidal
boundary is placed along the outer shelf extension of the grid along i = 30
extending from j = 2 to 25. MacLean [14] indicates that the contemporary
tide at the eastern end of the strait has a range up to 12.4 meters. A zero
tide range is used in the present simulations until the tide range that existed
8,200 years ago can be estimated.

2.5 Event Inflow Conditions

The model requires specification of the event inflow to Hudson Strait in-
cluding its flow rate, its location and its temperature and salinity. For the
present study, the inflow rate is taken from the Clark [6] estimate given on
Figure 1. That inflow rate agrees closely to the inflow rate estimated by
dividing the known volume of inflow as determined by Barber [2] by an as-
sumed duration over which the event release takes place. For the present
study a virtual tracer of 1,000 µg/l concentration is included in the inflow.
The inflow is assumed to take place into Hudson Bay between Mansel Island
and Ungava Peninsula. Specifically it is located from i = 3 to 5 along j =
12 on the model grid (Figure 3). The inflow is assumed to enter the two top
layers at each location.

2.6 The 100 Day Event

Most of the Introgllvht simulations were performed assuming the volume
of inflow provided by Barber [2] occurred over a 100 day period of time. The
100 day event inflow rate is 2.31*108 m3/s and when divided by the surface
area of the Strait gives a potential surface water elevation rise of 106 m/day
if there were no outflow from the strait which would be unrealistic. Hence,
another feature to examine is how rapidly does the water surface rise with
the specified outflow rate.

Results for the 100 day event are given in Figures 5 and 6. It shows that
the inflow tracer reaches high concentrations near the outflow at about 336
hours after the release is initiated. The 100 day event inflow produces an
increase in surface elevation ranging from 8 meters in the western basin to
4.6 meters in the eastern basin giving a surface slope of 3.4 meters over a
distance of 280 km. This is a relatively modest estimated change in water
surface elevation for such a large inflow rate.
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Figure 5: Surface Velocities and Tracer Concentration for a 100 day
Release Event (Source: Author)

Figure 6: Surface Elevations for a 100 Day Release Event (Source:
Author)
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2.7 Sediment Transport Simulations

The GLLVHT hydrodynamic and transport model published in Edinger
[8] has a sediment transport routine that is coupled directly with the hydro-
dynamics. For specified sediment properties, it includes settling velocity and
bottom scour and gives the distribution of sediment concentrations through
the water column as well as the rate of accumulation of sediment on the
bottom.

The following assumptions are used for this very preliminary estimate of
sedimentation distribution in Hudson Strait due to the two events:

• The suspended sediment concentration within the event inflow is 100.0
kg/m;

• The sediment is very cohesive when it reaches the bottom with a very
high critical Shields number; and

• The sediment has an effective diameter of 0.2 mm and a specific gravity
of 2.2.

The values are chosen for illustration only. The results of the sediment
patterns are shown in Figure 7 and 8. The inflow concentration gives 2*1016

kg entering the strait with an event. The particle size and specific gravity
give a settling velocity of 1,200 m/day or about 0.10 day to sink 100 meters.
The particles are also transported downward by any vertical velocity fluxes
resulting from the hydrodynamics of the flow. Further research is required
to give more realistic sediment data in comparison to the data presented in
Barber [2].

3 Oceanic Circulation

The North Atlantic circulation is described in the Iconic book ”The Gulf
Stream” by Henry Stommel [17] which is the source of input data to the
Introgllvht model to describe presently observed conditions. The Introgllvht
Model is then used to simulate the influence of a Heinrich Event which is a
sudden outflow of fresh water and icebergs to the North Atlantic and whose
occurrence has been detected by the presence of organic layers in ocean bot-
tom sediment cores.
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Figure 7: Cumulative Sediment Distribution at 40 hours for a Inflow
of 2*1014 m3 over 100 days (Source: Author)

Figure 8: Cumulative Sediment Distribution at 120 hours for a In-
flow of 2*1014 m3 over 100 days (Source: Author)
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3.1 Descriptive Oceanic Circulation

A classical picture of Oceanic Circulation may be given in Figures 9 to
12. For the the North Atlantic, it shows the movement of an intense current
off the east coast of North America originating out of the Gulf of Mexico,
moving northward toward Labrador, and then turning to move in a broken
set of currents along the European and British Coasts. It eventually reaches
and crosses the Atlantic again just north of the Equator. Figures 9 to 12
shows a region of slow circulation in the Mid-Atlantic often referred to as
the Sarragaso Sea. Stommel [17] goes into the history of how these different
currents were found and how they received their names. The South Atlantic
has a less well defined circulation being generally counter-clockwise flowing
fairly intensely southward along the east coast of South America and more
broken up swinging northward along the African Coast.

3.2 Hydrodynamics of The North Atlantic Gyre

The Introgllvht Modeling procedure for the North Atlantic is first to es-
tablish the bathymetry then; following Stommel [17], to establish the forcing
functions and initial conditions. The results can then be compared to those
presented in Stommel [17] for existing conditions. The shape and bathymetry
used in the simulation shown in Figure 9 includes the mid-Atlantic Ridge.
The Mid-Atlantic Ridge was found to be an important feature after test sim-
ulations without it would not reproduce the westward intensification of the
North Atlantic Gyre.

3.3 Forcing Functions and Initial Conditions

The model includes those features Stommel [17] found necessary to de-
scribe the wind-driven circulation including both wind-speed and Coriolis
acceleration varying with latitude. The response temperature of ocean sur-
face heat exchange was set to decrease with latitude Edinger [8]; (Item FFIC),
to replicate the observed decrease of surface temperatures into the northerly
latitudes. Average annual freshwater outflows were used for the St. Lawrence
River and the Labrador Straits. The temperature and salinity profiles were
initialized based on profile observations near the equator and allowed to reach
steady values through the simulation spin-up response to the fresh water in-
flows.
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Figure 9: Bathymetry of North Atlantic (Source: Author)

Figure 10: Model Reproduction of North Atlantic Gyre (Source:
Author)
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3.4 Results for North Atlantic Gyre Simulations

The resulting North Atlantic Gyre found at steady conditions are shown in
Figure 10. It is seen that the northward flowing western intensification is re-
produced along with the southerly currents along the European Coast. Also
reproduced is the west to east Equatorial current, its splitting into and out
of the Caribbean, and its intensification along the Florida coast. Examina-
tion of detailed current profiles showed the deeper southerly counter-current
was reproduced. All these features are described by Stommel [17] based on
observed dada or inferred by other modeling techniques.

4 Setup and Results for a Heinrich Event Sim-

ulation

A Heinrich Event was simulated by applying a very high freshwater flow
out of the Gulf of St. Lawrence of 350,000 cubic km over a period of 6
months as suggested by Carlson [4] which is close to an estimate of a Heinrich
Event by Barber [2] based on an examination of North Atlantic sediment
cores. Possible source locations of ice-break up and Heinrich Events are given
in Figure 11 based on the presentation by Barber [2].where it is suggested
that total ice shelf disintegration should release both Cumberland Sound and
Hudson Strait supplied sediments.

The results of the simulation are given in Figure 11. It shows that the
large influx of freshwater would reduce the northern extent of the of the
Gulf Stream, produce a more mixed layer with freshwater spreading in the
northern Atlantic, and shows a large intensification of the equatorial current
into the southern U.S. east coast. The computed intensification is somewhat
of a surprise and needs further explaining as well as support from field data
if it exists. One explanation is that there is a pile up of water in the northern
Atlantic forcing a higher southerly under current toward the equator where
it again would surface as shown. Other explanations would be welcome.

5 Antarctic Circulation

Some years ago a Physics professor set up a rotating deep metal dish of
water heated along the outer rim and a cylinder of ice in the middle. He
used a dye to show the flow spiraling inward toward the middle as a polar
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Figure 11: Ice Shelf Breakup and Heinrich Events (Source: [13])

Figure 12: Model Reproduction of North Atlantic Currents during
a Heinrich Event (Source: Author)
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flow. Simulations were made with the Introgllvht hydrodynamic and trans-
port model giving the students flow patterns to plot for comparison to the
rotating dish experiment. The boundary conditions used in the rotating dish
experiment were similar to those of the atmospheric circulation of warmer
air approaching the Antarctic Continent while being drawn down over the
much cooler ice sheets. For the South Pacific Figure 10 shows a clock-wise
circulation around Antarctica known to some as the circumpolar current.
In addition, the South Pacific has a large counter-clockwise gyre extending
along the western shore of South America northward to just south of the
equator then crossing to the Eastern shore of Australia and along the coast
of New Zealand.

Conditions on the Antarctic Continent are becoming more of a Climate
Change concern as described by Borenstein [3] in the local New Zealand news
which quoted University of Colorado researcher Katie Leonard as pointing
out that ”the Antarctic sea ice is also getting snowier because climate change
has allowed the air to carry more moisture. Winter sea ice has grown by about
1 percent a decade in Antarctica. If that sounds small, it’s because it’s an
average. Because the continent is so large, it’s a little like lumping together
the temperatures of the Maine and California coasts.

Recently, data has become available from the University of Wisconsin to
describe the wind patterns around Antarctica as shown in Figure13 [1]. In ad-
dition Simmons, et al [15] based on a thesis by Katie Willet [18] has recently
demonstrated that atmospheric water vapor is the dominant constituent de-
termining the density of the atmosphere and should be used in modeling
meteorological and climatological conditions. Using the atmospheric density
formulations given by Willet [18] the water based rotating dish model results
could be modified to be scaled to Antarctic atmospheric conditions.

The polar flow model results are shown in Figure 14 for comparison to the
picture of wind patterns around the South Pole. Recently, Katie Hill [10] has
described the wind patterns across the Antarctic Continent as ”Compared to
the coastal areas, surface winds at South Pole are relatively light. Averaging
about 11 knots annually, wind speeds rarely exceed 40 knots. The prevail-
ing direction is from grid north. When wind speeds exceed 15 knots.” The
modeling results show about what Hill [10] describes with the wind speeds
being 10 knots to 20 knots within 1,500 km of the South Pole, approaching
the higher offshore wind speeds of 30 knots to 40 knots shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Atmospheric Circulation Over Antarctica Observed in
2005 (Source: [1]

Figure 14: Computed Wind Speeds Across Antarctica (Source: Au-
thor)
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6 Conclusion

The paper by Stewart [16] on the earths’ how the Earth’s oceans may
had been formed by the influx of constant bombardment of meteors and
meteorites for 4.1 to 3.8 Billion years upon the Earth and then how mountain
glaciers may have helped to create Earth’s oceans instead of the current
theory of being started by a comet striking the Earth billions of years ago
instead. Which also references and is consistent with the work of Firestone
[9].

Showing that an extraterrestrial event resulted in the Younger Dryas Cold
Event which is also associated with the change in glacial melting and re-
freezing that took place through Hudson Strait. In which Carlson [4], and
Barber [12] on Hienrich Events in the North Atlantic suggested that the jury
is still out if climate is involved, but glaciological nuances are important.
However, when considering papers by Stewart [16], Firestone [9], Carlson [4]
and Barber [12] all encourage the re-examination course lectures presented
in Geological Oceanography about the hydrodynamic conditions in Hudson
Bay, Hudson Strait and the North Atlantic. Similar lectures related to at-
mospheric circulation studies over Antarctic.

When all of the geo-dynamic, oceanic, and atmospheric historical events
are considered that have involved all of the aforementioned areas on Earth, is
one of the most wondrous examples of the harmonious yet intricate yet diverse
environmental and ecological systems known as ancient neolithic cultures
used to refer as: ”Earth, Wind, and Water”!
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